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 Giacomo Lucato, born in 1998, began to study the 
violin at the age of 10 years old and got his violin 
degree in 2017, in the class of M° Piergiorgio Rosso, 
at Conservatorio “G. Verdi” in Torino. 
 
Currently, he is studying at Fondazione Santa Cecilia 
in Portogruaro (VE), pupil of Ilya Grubert and Eliot 
Lawson. Also, he has been taking private lessons for 
many years with Paolo Andreoli (second violin of 
Quartetto di Cremona). 
 
Discovered from the early years of his education a 
truly passion for chamber music, he started right 
away to play in many different groups, like duo, 
piano quartet and string quartet, winning many 
awards in competitions and having concerts in many 
cities, among all Torino, Milano, Genova, Venezia 
and Cremona.  
 

He was principal violin in the Conservatorio of Alessandria symphonic orchestra, working 
with soloists such Mario Peris and Roberto Ranfaldi. 
He played in the Conservatorio “G. Verdi” symphonic orchestra under Giuseppe Ratti’s 
direction, and participated to a masterclass hold by the worldwide known Italian 
conductor Gianandrea Noseda. 
 
He took part in many international violin and chamber music courses, having lessons 
with some of the most important and famous musicians like Ilya Grubert, Eliot Lawson , 
Adrian Pinzaru, Ivan Rabaglia, Quartetto di Cremona, Stephan Metz, Simon Rowland 
Jones, Fabio Vecchi, Quartetto Lyskamm. 
 
He joined the Camerata Ducale Junior in many occasions, also playing as one of soloists 
in the Concerto for four violins by Antonio Vivaldi. He was first violin of Tàlia Ensemble 
(string quartet), wherewith he played for “MiTo”.  
In 2018 summer, he performed for Accademia di Pinerolo summer music course, Musica 
d’estate, playing the viola in Sitkovesky’s string trio arrangement of Bach’s Goldberg 
variations, together with Adrian Pianzaru and Ada Guarneri. 
And more, he was asked to play in the 2018 Portogruaro International Music Festval 
orchestra, sharing the stage with great musicians such as Enrico Bronzi, Simone 
Briatore, Amiram Ganz.  
 
He is playing on a Yael Rosemblum’s violin, made in July 2018. 
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